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June	30,	2006	
	

DISBELIEVING	AFTER	BELIEVING	(PART	4)	
	

I	seek	refuge	in	Allah	from	satan	the	rejected.	
In	the	name	of	Allah,	The	Most	Gracious,	The	Most	Merciful.	

 
In GOD’S view, there is a big difference between one who believes and stays steadfast, as 
compared to one who disbelieves after accepting the message or rejects the message 
when it comes to him/her. I will quote some verses: 
 
3:162	Is one who pursues GOD’S pleasure the same as one who incurs wrath from GOD 
and his destiny is HELL, the most miserable abode. 
 
32:18 Part: Is one who is a	believer.  
32:18 Part: The same as one who is	wicked? 
	

Proof: The Arabic	letters are 12 and 11, revealing	the	diff.	of	1	– Praise be to GOD. 
This number, 1, separates the believers who fully believe in GOD and His Absolute 
Authority, as compared to those who partly believe in it. The hypocrites certainly do 
not believe in GOD’S messengers, and constantly challenge His Authority. 

 
32:18	Part	1: Is one who is a believer. 
32:18	Part: The same as one who is wicked? They are not equal. 

 
The	 Wicked	 separated	 on	 Day	 of	 Judgment: The Allah	 letters are 3 and 5, 
revealing	 the	diff.	of	2;	 this revelation proves that the two groups will be treated 
differently on the great Day of Accountability – the hypocrites, idol worshipers, and 
the disbelievers will be separated from the believers forever, as they disbelieved	in	
the	“Revelation	of	1”	that	represents	the	ONE	GOD.	

	
The GV of the word, “wicked”	– in Arabic, “faasikan”	is	242,	matching	the	name	of	one	
of	the	disbelievers,	who	had	figured	the	GV	of	his	name	to	be	242	also,	and	declared	
GOD’S	Proofs	 from	 the	Quran	as	 intangible. Is this a reminder from GOD for him? It 
certainly is! The above revelation of precision alerts him about his bad decision of 
reverting from belief to disbelief. GOD is the One who confirmed his belief earlier through 
his dream, when he believed in Him through the messenger, and now, GOD is the One 
who confirms his disbelief through His Miracles, by matching the GV of “wicked” 242 
with his name. 

 
38:28	Shall we treat those who believe and lead a righteous life as we treat those who 
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commit evil on earth? Shall	we	treat	the	righteous	as	we	treat	the	wicked?	
	
45:21	Do those who work evil expect that we will treat them in the same manner as 
those who believe and lead a righteous life? Can	their	life	and	their	death	be	the	same?	
Wrong	indeed	is	their	judgment.	
	
68:41	Do they have idols? Let their idols help them, if they are truthful. 

68:42	The day will come when they will be exposed, and they will be required to fall 
prostrate, but they will be unable to. 

68:43	With their eyes subdued, humiliation will cover them. They were invited to fall 
prostrate when they were whole and able. 

68:44	Therefore, let	ME	deal	with	those	who	reject	this	HADITH; we will lead them on 
whence they never perceive. 
68:45	I will give them enough rope; MY scheming is formidable. 
68:46	Are you asking them for money, so they are burdened by the fine? 

68:47	Do they know the future? Do they have it recorded? 
 

Revealed: These are a set of 7	verses.	The	19th	Aleef	in this set occurs precisely on 
the Aleef	 of AL‐HADITH	 (GOD’S WORDS). GOD has proven that the Quran is His 
Hadith, as were the previous scriptures. But	human commentaries and books are not 
from HIM – they are from the devil. 

 
Some of the important parts from above verses, marked by the Most Wise, the Almighty. 
 
68:41	Do they have idols? Let their idols help them, if they are truthful. 
 

Revealed: This verse is marked with messenger's	 letters	 as 14	 – when you 
disbelieve in the messenger, and the Sign given to him by GOD, you have set up idols 
beside GOD, as proven here. 

 
68:46	Are you asking them for money, so they are burdened by the fine? 
 

Revealed: The Allah	letters	are 7, and messenger's	letters	are 14	– the messengers 
do not ask any money for the time spent on you in delivering GOD’S message, hence 
this verse is addressed to the messenger, encoded with the	Sign	of	the	Seven	Pairs	
given to me, glory be to my LORD. 

 
68:44	Part:	“We will lead them on whence they never perceive. 
 

Revealed: The GV of Allah	letters	is 66	– GOD IS THE ONE who guides or sends you 
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astray; the misguided ones think that they are doing right – in fact, GOD leads them 
on in their disbelief, without them ever realizing it. 

 
68:45	Part:	I will give them enough rope. 
 

Revealed: The GV of Allah	 letters	 is 66	 – HE is the ONE who allows the 
disbelievers some time and respite before the retribution afflicts them, or they are 
forcibly summoned before Him. 

 
68:42	The day will come when they will be exposed, and they will be required to fall 
prostrate, but they will be unable to. 
68:43	With their eyes subdued, humiliation and shame will cover them. They were invited 
to fall prostrate when they were whole and able. 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs	are marked as 4 and 5, revealing	the	diff.	of	1	– This serves 
a grave warning to those who reject GOD’S Absolute Authority and reject His 
messengers, as their arrogance will not help them. In fact, it assures their doom into 
Hell. 

 
68:44	Therefore, let me deal with those who reject this HADITH; we will lead them on 
whence they never perceive. 
68:45	I will give them enough rope; MY scheming is formidable. 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs	 are 3 and 2, revealing	 the	 diff.	 of	 1	 – Everything is 
happening in accordance with GOD’S will, and the disbelievers should realize that 
He is fully aware of them, their schemes, and their innermost thoughts. Praise be to 
GOD. 

 
68:46	Are you asking them for money, so they are burdened by the fine? 
68:47	Do they know the future? Do they have it recorded? 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs	are 3 and 2, revealing	 the	diff.	of	1	– The Disbelievers will 
never know what lies ahead in the future – they will be utterly shocked when the 
severe retribution is sent upon them. The	last	3	verses	in	Chapter	68	are	likewise	
marked	with	messenger's	name,	Glory	be	to	my	Lord.	

	
68:50	But his Lord blessed him, and made him righteous. 
68:51	 Those who disbelieved show their ridicule in their eyes when they hear the 
message and say, “He is crazy!” 
68:52	It is in fact a message to the world. 
 

Revealed: The GV of messenger's	letters	are: 252 + 1072 + 272 = 1596 = 14 x 114 
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or 1596 = 19 x 14 x 6. 
 

See if you still recognize these numbers 114	‐19‐14. Has GOD proven to them and others, 
the inscription of messenger's letters as a profound Sign from the Quran? 
 
The number 114	represents the number of chapters in the Quran, and the 19	and 14	are 
the Codes that guard and preserve the Quran from the distorters and the fabricators, 
Alhumdo Lillah. 
 
68:52	(Last	verse	of	chapter	68):	It	is	in	fact	a	message	to	the	world.	
	

Revealed: The GV of Allah	 letters is 128, revealing	 the	messenger’s	name, who 
has been sent to fulfill the “Prophecy of Ahmed, given in 61:6” before the Day of 
Judgment. Subhan Allah. 

	
It does surprise the hypocrites and the disbelievers whenever GOD picks and chooses a 
human messenger to deliver His message. Having doubts about His Absolute Authority, 
most of the followers of the Scripture, as well as the others, are quick to reject such 
messengers. They are thus deprived of GOD’S guidance and mercy. This is clarified 
through verse 17:94. 
 
17:94	What prevented the people from believing when the guidance came to them, is 
their saying, “Did	GOD	send	a	human	being	as	a	messenger?”	
	

Revealed: The Allah	letters	are 27, and messenger's	letters are 28, revealing	the	
diff.	of	1 – I	am	 the	human	messenger	sent	 for	your	guidance.	Would	you	not	
believe? Combine the next verse: 

 
17:95	Say, “If the earth were inhabited by angels, we would have sent down to them from 
the sky an angel messenger.” 
 
Both	verses	combined: The Allah	letters	are 27 and 20, revealing	the	diff.	of	7. 
Both	verses	combined: The messenger's	letters are 28 and 35, revealing	the	diff.	of	7 
– GOD has confirmed through the miraculous proofs of the Seven Pairs, about His 
profound Authority in sending me as a human messenger. The disbelievers will suffer a 
shameful retribution for challenging GOD. 
A	Great	Miracle	 to	Witness: The Aleefs in each verse, (17:94‐95) are 17 and 8, pre-
marked with the pattern of the name of the messenger, Makbool, who is 178, and to 
whom the	 Seven	 Pairs	 Sign is given. The Aleef denotes GOD’S Awesome Power and 
Authority, and He has marked and guarded these verses. 
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You	 cannot	 achieve,	 nor	 prove	 your	 Submission, till you are tested through a 
messenger. This is why the next pair of verses will clarify the importance of GOD’S system 
in sending messengers. 

 
3:85	Anyone who accepts other than Submission	(Al-Islam) as his religion, it will not be 
accepted from him, and in the Hereafter, he will be with the losers. 
3:86	 Why should GOD guide people who	 disbelieved	 after	 believing,	 and after 
witnessing that the messenger is truth, and after solid proofs have been given to them? 
GOD does not guide the wicked. 
 

Revealed:	These 2 verses	 are connected together with 19	Aleefs	 –	 the	 Supreme	
Authority.  
Revealed:	The messenger's	letters are 30 and 44, revealing	the	diff.	of	14	– This 
completes God’s Codes of Quran. 

 
FOLLOW‐UP	verse:	GOD’S	Condemnation:	3:87		
 
3:87 Part	1: These have incurred condemnation by GOD.  
3:87 Part	2: And the angels, and all the people. 

 
Miracle	Confirms: The messenger's	letters are 12 and 11,	revealing	the	diff.	of	1	– 
the consequence of rejection of a messenger of GOD. 
Miracle	of	Miracles:	The GV of messenger's	letters for each part are 352	and 352	– 
Quran mentioned twice in numbers, as both the Sacred Codes have confirmed the 
Quran to be from GOD. 

 
I could not disclose and inform them the full extent of these revelations, during the short 
time I had with them. However, I will now point out that behind this Message - sent and 
revealed by ALLAH (praise be to Him) - there is a severe punishment and retribution 
around the horizon, for all those who disbelieve in the Quran, its proofs, and the 
messengers. I do not have the time or the space to show you everything, but if you find 
these pages truthful and confirmed, just as you found me speaking the truth in person, 
then you can again revert to “BELIEF”	 after	making	 a	 sincere	 repentance	 to	 GOD.	
There is no penalty for taking such an action. This	 is	 a	mercy	 from	 your	LORD. But	
make	an	individual	decision,	rather	than	joint	decisions.	
 
6:47	Say, “What if GOD’S retribution came to you suddenly, or after an announcement, is 
it not the wicked who incur annihilation? 
 

Warning: The Allah	letters are 25, and messenger's	letters are 24, revealing	the	
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diff.	of	1	–	GOD	speaks	out!	
	
10:51	“If it does happen, will you believe then? Why should you believe then? You used to 
challenge it to come?” 
 

Warning:	The messenger's	 initials are 14, and messenger's	 letters are 19	–	 the	
Sacred	Codes	speak	out!	

	
10:53	They challenge you to prophesy: “Is this really what will happen?” Say, “Yes indeed, 
by my LORD, this is the Truth, and you can never escape.” 
 

Warning: The Allah	 letters	are 9, and messenger's	 letters	are 28, revealing	 the	
diff.	of	19	–	GOD	speaks	out!	
Revealed: 10:51	 and 10:53: The Aleefs are 6	 and 5, revealing	 the	diff.	of	1	–	a	
Warning	from	the	Absolute	God.  
Revealed: 10:51 and 10:53: The Allah	letters are 10 and 9, revealing	the	diff.	of	1 
– the	sum	of	19 – a	Profound	Warning	from	the	LORD	of	the	Universe	is	hereby	
issued	to	all	the	human	beings. 

	

10:44	GOD never wrongs the people, it is the people who wrong their own souls. 

 
The	Absolute	Truth: The Allah	letters are marked as 19 – GOD	is	the	TRUTH.  
Messengers	are	the	Truth: The messenger's	letters are 25, and verse	number is 
44, revealing	the	diff.	of	19. 

 

The fate of people who disbelieve after believing amounts to complete betrayal of GOD, 
His messenger, and the believers. For example, when people desert their country and its 
armed forces, they are not treated lightly – they suffer shame, punishment, and 
humiliation from their governments. Do you then think that GOD takes it lightly? It is even 
more of a serious crime – walking away from GOD and rebelling against Him. Certainly, 
they will suffer debasement, humiliation, and extreme punishment at their LORD. The 
wives of Noah and Lot were not spared and were sent to Hell, for betraying GOD’S 
messengers. These believers turned disbelievers had taken a pledge to obey GOD and the 
messenger. I recite the last 3 verses to end this subject and the sermon. 
 
5:53	 The believers will then say, “Are these the same people who swore by GOD 
solemnly that they were with you?” Their	works	 have	 been	 nullified;	 they are the 
losers. 

 
Revealed: This profound verse has 14	Aleefs	and Allah	letters	are 28, revealing	a	
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diff.	of	14 also. 
 

FOLLOW	UP	VERSE: 
 

5:54	Part	1: O you who believe, if you revert from your religion, then GOD will substitute 
in your place people whom He loves and who love Him. 
5:54	Part	2:	They will be kind with the believers, stern with the disbelievers, and will 
strive in the cause of GOD without fear of any blame. 
 

Revealed:	The Aleefs	are 7 and 8, revealing	the	diff.	of	1	– GOD has the power, the 
will, and the authority to change the creation if He so wills. 

 
5:54 Part	 3:	 Such is GOD’S blessing; He bestows it upon whomever He wills. GOD is 
Bounteous, Omniscient. 
 

Revealed: The GV of Allah	letters	is 228 and the GV of messenger's	letters	is 458, 
revealing	the	sum	of	686 = 14 x 7 x 7. 

	

The	number	686	is	not	an	ordinary	number	–	it	is	the	GV	of	chapter	44,	“The	Smoke”	
–	“Al	Dukhan”.	As	you	have	seen	and	witnessed,	 this	 is	a	multiple	of	14	as	well	as	
messenger's	Sign	of	840,	representing	the	Quranic	Initials	of	H.M.	Read	chapter	44,	
all	of	 it,	 reflect	on	GOD,	and	 seek	 forgiveness	 from	Him.	He	 is	 the	Forgiver,	Most	
Merciful.	
	
FOLLOW	UP	VERSE:	
	

5:55 Part: Your real allies are GOD and His messenger, and the believers. 

 
Revealed:	 The	 messenger's	 initials are 14, and messenger's	 letters are 19, 
revealing	the	Sacred	Codes.	

	

5:55	Your real allies are GOD and His messenger, and the believers, who observe the Salat 
(Contact Prayers), and give the Zakat (obligatory charity), and they bow down. 

 
Revealed: The Allah	letters in entire verse are 23, and messenger's	letters are 42, 
revealing	the	diff.	of	19. 

	

Peace	be	upon	the	messengers.	
All Glory and Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe.	


